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		Take resource-oriented computing out for a spin with this hands-on introduction to NetKernel, and discover how ROC can improve the way you design and implement software and software systems. Learn how ROC’s new approach combines core ideas from the REST architectural style with the Unix development model. By using NetKernel to create and then string simple services together, you can develop complex systems that scale as easily as the Internet does. Author Tom Geudens helps you create several NetKernel modules right away, and then walks you through the results to demonstrate their effectiveness.

		
			Create, test, and document Netkernel modules from scratch
	
			Learn the basic principles of ROC’s abstract computing model
	
			Design an interface in NetKernel that lets you insert, update, delete, and select actions in MongoDB
	
			Use the Visualizer to trace information about root requests processed by NetKernel
	
			Handle resource requests with DPML—NetKernel’s Declarative-Request Process Markup Language
	
			Compose modular XML documents with the XML Recursion Language (XRL)
	
			Build solutions using nCoDE in NetKernel’s visual editor
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Low Temperature Electronics: Physics, Devices, Circuits, and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2001

	Low-temperature electronics has already been studied for more than five decades . Originally the main interest was in fundamental material properties at cryogenic temperatures . Although the real benefits of operating semiconductor devices were clearly demonstrated in the 1970s, a peak in activity occurred a decade later when the cryocompute...
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Acute Promyelocytic Leukemia: Molecular Genetics, Mouse Models and Targeted Therapy (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2007

	Over the past 10 years, work on acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) has become the paradigm of translational research that began with the discovery of a recurrent chromosomal translocation, followed by the identification of the genes and proteins involved, finding their molecular functions in transcriptional control, establishing mouse models...
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Now You Know TreoPeachpit Press, 2004
Even a smartphone needs a smart user to take advantage of all of its brillianceespecially when that phone is as jam-packed with features as the Treo. To master all of the Treo's phone, email, Internet, photographic, and organizational capabilities, you need this pocket-sized guide! As the only Treo guide authorized by its maker (palmOne), this one...
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Professional F# 2.0Wrox Press, 2010

	This is a book on the F# programming language.


	On the surface of things, that is an intuitively obvious statement, given the title of this book. However, despite the apparent redundancy in saying it aloud, the sentence above elegantly describes what this book is about: The authors are not attempting to teach developers how...
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Islam: A Brief History (CourseSmart)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Reflecting recent global developments, the second edition of this illuminating introduction to Islamic history expands its coverage of the Qur’an, Sufism, and Muslim views on human rights, including the rights of women.

	
		An expanded new edition of this concise, illuminating introduction to Islam, written by one of the...
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Perl Cookbook, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
Find a Perl programmer, and you'll find a copy of Perl Cookbook nearby. Perl Cookbook is a comprehensive collection of problems, solutions, and practical examples for anyone programming in Perl.  The book contains hundreds of rigorously reviewed Perl "recipes" and thousands...
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